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PART - A (10x2=20 Marks)

1. Outline the importance of software architecture.

2. What are functional requirements ? Give example.

3. Define Software quality.

4. What is availability ? Give example.

5. Define modularization. Give example.

6. How a formal model of the architecture of a specific system can also be used as a
basis for verifi.cation of an implementation ?

7. What is an architectural style ?

8. Define a shared information system.

9. what 1s servrce oriented. architecture ? illtlY'recGotquastion papcr'coltl

10. Define cloud computing.

(5x16=80 Marks)PART _ B

L1. a) What is software architecture ? Discuss with an example_how software' 
architecture represents a system's earliest set of design decisions. (16)

(oR)

b) Outline how architectures are influenced by the following:

System stake holdgrs, developing organization, background and experience of
the architects and technical environment. (16)
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t2. a) E:rplain with diagrammatic illustration the parts of a quality attribute scenario. (16)

(oR)

b) i) Tabulate the possible values for each portion of a modifrability scenario. (8)

ii) Tabulate the elements of the general scenarios that characterize
performance. (8)

13. a) Discuss the rational unifiedprocess with the "4+ L" view modelofsoftware
architecture. -.t (16)

(OR) tlww'r?Gentqucstion peper'com

b) Discuss the Software Engineering Institute's perspectives and view model of
software architecture. (16)

L4. a) Perform a comparative study of the different architectural styles. (16)

(oR)

b) Present a data-flow architectural style for a "Library Management System"
application. State the functional requirements you are considering. (16)

15. a) Appraise how "IJnified Modeling Language" can be used for documenting software
architecture. (16)

(oR)

b) What is architecture description language ? Outline the features of architecture
description languages. (16)
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